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DEFINITIONS
• Creativity is …

• Invention is … 

• Innovation is …
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DEFINITIONS
• Creativity is …

• Invention is … 

• Innovation is …

Invention is about creating something new, while innovation introduces the 
concept of “use” of an idea or method. 
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METHODS TO BE INVENTIVE
Plato:  

A need or problem encourages creative efforts to meet the need or 
solve the problem.

English-language proverb:  

Necessity is the mother of invention:  when the need for something 
becomes imperative, you are forced to find ways of getting or 
achieving it.

Alfred North Whitehead (English mathematician and philosopher): 

The basis of invention is science, and science is almost wholly the 
outgrowth of pleasurable intellectual curiosity.
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QUESTION 1: 
• Creativity is the formation of something new and somehow valuable. The 

created item may be 

• intangible (such as an idea, a scientific theory, a musical composition, or 
a joke) or 

• a physical object (such as a device, a literary work, or a painting).

• Invention is a unique or novel device, method, composition or process. 

• Innovation is the application of better solutions that meet 

• new requirements, 

• unarticulated needs, or 

• existing market needs. 
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THE GOAL

• A system exists to satisfy a need of the environment

• The environment is the sphere in which everything relevant exists –
systems, resources, time, space.

• A need is caused by a failure event or unfilled need.

• Failure events are the outcome of a chain of events beginning with a 
root cause.

http://www.ipinetwork.com/about-ipi/general-theory-of-innovation/

http://www.ipinetwork.com/about-ipi/general-theory-of-innovation/


THE SYSTEM AND ITS ENVIRONMENT

The System is a set of Elements that have Connections and Relationships 
(interactions) with each other and the Environment, which result in a 
useful Property and Function. 



GOAL OF THE SYSTEM

• The Goal is to eliminate failure
in the environment.

• The goal is accomplished by 
executing a Function.

• The Function is enabled by a 
Property of the system.

• The system’s Property is a 
result of the Relationships 
between the Elements, 
which exist in some Structure
with each other and the environment.



SYSTEM AND ITS ENVIRONMENT



THE PROBLEM WITH “IDEAS”

• Ideas are intangible and an unlimited number of people can "consume" 
an intellectual good without it being depleted. 

• Ideas, information or intellectual goods can be replicated and sold.

• Creating rights that are strong enough to encourage the creation of 
intellectual goods but not so strong to prevent the goods' wide use is 
the primary focus of modern intellectual property law.
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TYPES OF IP PROTECTION
• Utility Patents:  gives the owner the right to exclude others from 

making, using, selling, offering to sell, and importing an invention 
for a limited period of time, in exchange for the public disclosure 
of the invention. 

• Copyright: exclusive rights to an original work, for a limited time. 

• Industrial design rights: (aka design patent) protects the visual 
design of objects.

• Plant varieties: the rights to control a new variety of a plant. 

• Trademarks: a recognizable sign, design or expression which 
distinguishes products or services.

• Trade dress: the visual and aesthetic appearance of a product or 
its packaging that signify the source of the product to consumers.

• Trade secret: a useful and protected formula, practice, process, 
design, instrument, pattern, or information which is not generally 
known or reasonably ascertainable. There is no formal 
government protection granted; each business must take 
measures to guard its own trade secrets.
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PATENTS
• A “design patent” protects the way an article looks (35 U.S.C. 171).  

• A “plant patent” is granted to an inventor who has invented or discovered and 
asexually reproduced a distinct and new variety of plant, other than a tuber 
propagated plant or a plant found in an uncultivated state. 

• A “utility patent” protects the way an article is used and works (35 U.S.C. 101).

• U.S. Provisional Patent Application (1 year to file)

• U.S. Patent Application (publishes 18 months after earliest claim to priority)

• U.S. Patent (term is 20 years from filing)

• Foreign Patent or Foreign Patent Application (may claim foreign priority 
benefits in a related U.S. Patent Application filed within 1 year)

• PCT or International Patent Application (has both an International and 
National Phases)
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QUESTION 2: 
• Utility Patents: Used to protect and exclude others from using technologies, 

in products, that are easy to analyze and reverse engineer such as 
pharmaceuticals, consumer good, appliances. 

• Copywrite: Used to protect creative output such as books, music, films as 
well as hard to observe and patent products such as software programs. 

• Trade Secret: Used to protect difficult to observe or reverse engineer 
technology such as manufacturing processes or formulations.
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WHAT IS REQUIRED TO GET A PATENT?
UTILITY (101)

• Have a Novel and Useful Invention

• Novel means “new to the world”

• Useful means “solves a problem”

• Legal Requirements (Patent laws 35 u.s.c. 101, 102, 103 and 112)

• 101: “Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, 
machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and 
useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject 
to the conditions and requirements of this title.”

• The subject matter cannot be laws of nature, physical phenomena, 
or abstract ideas.
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WHAT IS REQUIRED TO GET A PATENT?
NOVELTY (102)

• Legal Requirements (Patent laws 35 u.s.c. 101, 102, 103 and 112)

• 102: (a) Novelty; Prior Art.— A person shall be entitled to a patent 
unless—(1) the claimed invention was patented, described in a 
printed publication, or in public use, on sale, or otherwise available 
to the public before the effective filing date of the claimed invention; 
or

• (2) the claimed invention was described in a patent issued under 
section 151, or in an application for patent published or deemed 
published under section 122(b), in which the patent or application, 
as the case may be, names another inventor and was effectively 
filed before the effective filing date of the claimed invention.

• To apply a 102 rejection, the prior art must teach every element of 
the claim.
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WHAT IS REQUIRED TO GET A PATENT?
NON-OBVIOUSNESS (103)

• Legal Requirements (Patent laws 35 u.s.c. 101, 102, 103 and 112)

• 103: A patent for a claimed invention may not be obtained if the 
differences between the claimed invention and the prior art are 
such that the claimed invention as a whole would have been 
obvious before the effective filing date of the claimed invention to a 
person having ordinary skill in the art to which the claimed 
invention pertains. 

• To apply a 103 rejection, Examiners combine references to 
anticipate every element of the claim and the examiner provides a 
proper motivation to combine..  It is fairly subjective and can be 
argued about during prosecution.
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WHAT IS REQUIRED TO GET A PATENT?
CLARITY (112)

• Legal Requirements (Patent laws 35 u.s.c. 101, 102, 103 and 112)

• 112: The specification shall contain a written description of the 
invention, and of the manner and process of making and using it, in 
such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any person 
skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly 
connected, to make and use the same, and shall set forth the best 
mode contemplated by the inventor or joint inventor of carrying out 
the invention. 

• Claim language must be unambiguous and fully supported by 
figures.  Failure to disclose necessary information in the 
specification is considered to be Inequitable Conduct (a breach of 
the applicant's duty of candor and good faith) and can be used in 
court to invalidate a patent.
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PATENT PROSECUTION

• The patent application is “prosecuted” before the 
USPTO.

• Prosecution = series of exchanges between the 
patent attorney and an Examiner at the USPTO.

• Reasons for rejecting a patent application:
• Invention not new, useful, or unobvious.

• Inadequate disclosure.

• Legal format or technical aspects.
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The Patent Time Line
(U.S. Patent Prosecution)

Amendment in Response to Rejection

Maintenance

File Divisional Applications and Pay Final Fees

Any Public Disclosure

File U.S. Patent Application

Office Action (Rejection)

Notice of Allowance

U.S. Patent Issues

(Fixed Time Periods) (Variable Time Periods)

<12 Mos*

1-3 Yrs

<6 Mos <1-6 Mos

<3 Mos

(3rd-7th-12th Yrs)*U.S. only--Loss of right elsewhere

4, 8, 12  Years



PATENT PROSECUTION

• Common Objections:
• Novelty (35 USC 102 rejection)

• called “anticipation”
• compare each claim element/feature of the prior art to your 

invention to determine what element/feature is missing/different.
• Obviousness (35 USC 103 rejection)

• the Examiner believes the invention is obvious if two or more prior 
art references are combined.  

• Consider why your invention would not be obvious as suggested by 
the Examiner.

• Review the 7 arguments for unobviousness!
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THE SEVEN ARGUMENTS FOR UNOBVIOUSNESS

• (1) No motivation - there is no motivation in the prior art for combining 
references or making a change or extension of a reference.

• (2) Reference changed or destroyed - a reference is not properly 
combined with another reference if its function is changed or 
destroyed.

• (3) Teaches away - the prior art teaches away from your invention.

• (4) Nonanalogous - the cited prior art is in a nonanalogous field.

• (5) Unrecognized problem - your invention solves a previously 
unrecognized problem.

• (6) Surprising/unexpected results - your invention produces surprising 
or unexpected results and/or advantages.

• (7) Commercial success - there has been a long need for a solution to 
the problem and your invention enjoys immediate commercial success.
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FOREIGN PATENT RIGHTS
• Rights granted by U.S. patents do not extend 

beyond the United States.

• The extension of patent protection to foreign 
countries requires filing corresponding patent 
applications in each country.

• No 12  month grace period before filing

• Many foreign countries have an “absolute 
novelty” requirement.



QUESTION 3: 
• Novelty: Your invention must not have been disclosed by you (1 year grace 

period in the US) or by any other (no grace period) prior to your priority date 
(usually the date your application was received by the Patent Office). 

• Non-obvious: To a person having ordinary skill in the art (PHOSITA). 

• Useful: Must have utility, can not obtain frivolous patents.

• Clarity: The patent disclosure must be clear in what is claimed and the 
description must be sufficient to enable a PHOSITA to replicate.

36
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EXTRACTING  VALUE FROM YOUR PATENT PORTFOLIO

Invention

Patent 
Prosecution

Portfolio 
Building

Portfolio 
Maintenance

Patent 
Monetization
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The Patent Lifecycle

It is critical to build
a strong portfolio
with good value.



• Claims:  Relevant and detectable (Evidence of Use!!!)

• Subject matter: Is it in a growing (hot) market?

• Age of the patent
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A VALUABLE PATENT

https://ip.com/blog/your-patent-worth/
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A VALUABLE PORTFOLIO

• Geographical Reach

• Picket Fence Filing strategy (Semantically related)

• Sophisticated Filing Strategy

• Continuations and C.I.P.

• Keeping applications in process

• Fresh – New applications, filings 
still in black-out period

• High Patent Factor scores
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IDENTIFY VALUABLE ASSETS
• Evidence of Use

• Citation Analysis

• Landscape analysis
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MONETIZATION OF PATENTS

• Monetization Options

• Make Product – 20 year monopoly

• Sell Patent

• Sell Company

• License Patent

• Assert Patent in Court / U.S. International Trade Commission

• Use as Collateral
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MAKE PRODUCT
• Product exclusivity (e.g. proprietary drugs)

• Premium pricing

• Possibly higher margins

• Strong branding

• Important to consider and patent product improvements to 
extended life of advantage
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SELL PATENTS OR COMPANY

• Lose assignee rights and responsibilities

• Licensing and right to sue for infringements

• Maintenance fees

• Prosecution of applications

• Exchange for money, equity or other considerations (e.g. a 
patent swap)
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PATENT LICENSING AGREEMENTS

• The Terms can be defined creatively almost without limit!

• Exclusive vs. Non-Exclusive (Ability to license to others)

• Field of use (Market restrictions)

• Territory (Geographic restrictions)

• Payment terms – Upfront, back-loaded, royalties (basis)

• Patent Swaps, often with some money paid as well

• Sub-license rights, make or have made rights

45
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ASSERTION OF PATENT RIGHTS

• Requires Evidence of Use

• Teardowns, Marketing Materials, Conference Proceedings, Service 
Manuals, Citing Patents, Company Web Site, etc.

• Ask your staff, an active policy of reporting suspected infringement

• Claim charting (optional, but very powerful)

• Send letter to infringing company

• Be prepared for extensive back and forth

• Keep it low-key no need to threaten, looking for a win-win 
agreement

• Sue in court – follow guidance of your attorney

• Damages can be much more complicated than licensing fees
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USE AS COLLATERAL

• Patents represent a tangible asset

• With proper vetting patents can be used to raise funds

• Venture Capital

• Bank Loans

• Chapter 11
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A PROCESS FOR LICENSING PATENTS

• Outbound

• Classify your portfolio – Core vs Monetizable

• Find Evidence of Use

• Teardowns, product manuals, websites, whitepaper, citing 
patents, meeting presentations, YouTube videos, etc.

• Contact companies that may be infringing or working in fields close 
to your patents (Do not Threaten!)

• Be prepared to put patents on the table in alliance discussions

• Hire a patent broker – (e.g. Ocean Tomo)
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A PROCESS FOR LICENSING PATENTS

• Inbound

• Classify your portfolio – Core vs Monetizable

• Be prepared to handle letters of interest

• Know your portfolio well, the request may miss important art that 
should be bundled into the discussion

• The request may be for expired patents, even then there may be 
other patents that you can introduce into the discussion
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QUESTION 4: 

50

• Make Product – 20 year monopoly

• Sale of Patents, perhaps as part of the sale of a company

• License royalties for use of a patent

• Damages awarded for infringement of a patent 

• Use as Collateral

List some of the many ways 
that make a patent valuable?
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THANK YOU

• Questions?
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USING INNOVATIONQ PLUS TO ASSIST WITH LICENSING EFFORTS
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